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the new bluehat report from our friends at palo alto networks, reveals the first documented case of a remote code execution vulnerability in microsoft office macros. this vulnerability is the result of a change in how office handles utf-16 encoded characters and results in the remote execution of office macro code. the attacker is behind a highly sophisticated
network of spam and malware operations as they are targeting email accounts belonging to well-known hosting partners and email providers, a friend of mine recently got infected by it. “that is an excellent weapon to get things done,” says tod beardsley, head of research and monitoring, sophos . an example of such an exploit is this tweet , @dubois is a

well-known security researcher who recently got targeted by the mailgun ransomware. the hope from the microsoft security response center (msrc) is that there is no current evidence of exploitation and that the attack happens remotely at the time the user opens the malicious document by clicking a link in an email. they are aware of the attacks and have
been proactive and recognized that there are thousands of users of this particular office macro module and that everyone is potentially at risk. as of today, msrc has confirmed that this is a targeted threat which is specifically looking for email messages sent from outlook and office 365, this vulnerability does not affect office 2013 or earlier. they confirmed

that the attack is targeting email accounts belonging to large hosting and email companies by using sender rewriting tactics. so the attacker is launching large number of malicious emails via
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We share Personal Data with your consent or as necessary to complete any transaction or provide any product you have requested or
authorized. For example, we share your content with third parties when you tell us to do so, such as when you send an email to a friend,

share photos and documents on OneDrive, or link accounts with another service. If you use a Microsoft product provided by an organization
you are affiliated with, such as an employer or school, or use an email address provided by such organization to access Microsoft products,
we share certain data, such as interaction data and diagnostic data to enable your organization to manage the products. When you permit
push notifications for Microsoft products or applications on a non-Windows device, the operating system of that device will process some

personal data to provide push notifications. Accordingly, Microsoft may send data to an external, third-party notification provider to deliver
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push notifications. Your devices push notification services are governed by their own service-specific terms and privacy statements.
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